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This course provides a very short introduction to the Ensembl website [2] for browsing chordate genomes. This is a quick overview to the browser, designed to give you an idea of what is possible, and will not give you a full tutorial on how to do specific tasks. Links are provided throughout to other tutorials and videos that may help you.

Learning objectives:

- Basic understanding of Ensembl and what you can do with the resource
- Know where to find out more about Ensembl

What is Ensembl?

Ensembl provides a genome browser that acts as a single point of access to annotated genomes, primarily for vertebrate species (Figure 1).

Information such as gene sequence, splice variants and further annotation [3] can be retrieved at the genome, gene and protein level. This includes information on protein domains, genetic variation, homology, syntenic regions and regulatory elements. Coupled with analyses such as whole genome alignments and the effects of sequence variation on proteins, this powerful tool aims to describe a gene or genomic region in detail.

Ensembl imports genome sequences from consortia, which is consistent with many other bioinformatics projects. Each species in Ensembl has its own homepage, where you can find out who provided the genome sequence and which version of the genome assembly is represented. To see an example, visit the Ensembl homepage for human [4].
Ensembl contains information about chordate genomes, including: human, mouse, rat, zebrafish, panda, and pufferfish.

**What can you do with Ensembl?**

Ensembl has many features. Some of the things you can do are:

- Examine the characteristics of a region, such as genes, regulatory features or oligo probes.
- Retrieve genomic, cDNA and gene sequences.
- Align sequences against any genome in Ensembl.
- Study gene alignments between species.
- View gene transcripts and proteins.
- Export data such as sequences, tables and Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) data.
- Upload your own data to the browser.
- View sequence variation.

**NB.** This quick tour will not cover all of these features - the aim is to guide you so that you can explore the Ensembl website yourself. For a more detailed look at Ensembl, please see the full course: Ensembl: Browsing chordate genomes.

**Access and navigate Ensembl**

The Ensembl homepage is shown in Figure 2, below.
Figure 2. The Ensembl homepage [2]. This particular screenshot was taken from Ensembl release 69; the page may change in future releases. Some of the key features are highlighted.

**Searching and visualising data from Ensembl**

You can search for a genomic region to view it in the genome browser. Figure 3 (below) highlights some of the features you may be interested in.
Figure 3. Search results for Chromosome 6: 133,017,695-133,161,157 [9]

If you access the webpage above, you will not have the gene, transcript, variation and regulation tabs open, as in the diagram. These tabs will open automatically if you select the gene, transcript, variation or regulation features from this page or other pages. This allows easy navigation between different views.

Explore the left-hand menu and the different tabs (the menu will change within the different tabs) to find out about the region, genes, transcripts, variation and regulation. You can view sequence data, alignments, gene trees and ontology, and more.

We have a 'region in detail' video tutorial that will help you to explore this particular view, available from YouTube [10]. If you are in China and cannot see the video in YouTube, watch it on YouKu. [11]
Configuring (customising) a page

Click this button in the left-hand menu of the browser window to open the ‘Configure’ menu.

You can choose what data you want to see in the configure menu (Figure 4). Browse by track categories in the left-hand menu, or search for a track in the right-hand search box. Find out about tracks by clicking on the icon. Click on the check box beside the track names to turn the tracks on and off, or change the settings.

Figure 4. The Ensembl configure menu.
BLAST search with sequences

Input your sequence into BLAST [12] (Figure 5):

**Figure 5.** BLAST input menu - accessible from the blue banner at the top of every page.

And get some results (Figure 6):
Figure 6. Sample BLAST results.

Submitting and managing your own data

Click this button in the left-hand menu of the browser to open the 'Manage your data' menu (Figure 7).
Figure 7. The ‘Manage your data’ menu. This allows you to view your data in the Ensembl browser. Any data you submit will not be publicly visible.

You can upload data from a file on your computer, by copying and pasting, or just link to a webpage. Manage data you have already uploaded by clicking on the button.


Getting data from Ensembl using Biomart

Our Biomart tool [14] allows you to extract data from our databases. Select your data type (genes, variation or regulation) and species. Open ‘Filters’ to filter your data. Open ‘Attributes’ to select the output you want to recover. Click ‘Results’.
Figure 8. The BioMart tool enables you to extract data from our databases.

If you want to learn more about BioMart, here is a short (5 minute) video introduction. If you cannot see the YouTube video above, watch it on YouKu [15].

Access our data directly

You can access our data directly in many ways:

- Access our databases using our Perl API [16].
- Access our databases via our public MySQL client [17].
- Download complete databases from our FTP site [18].
The Perl API is a flexible tool that can handle large data sets.

Your feedback

Please tell us what you thought about this course. Your feedback is invaluable and helps us to improve our courses and thus enhance your learning experience.

Get help and support on Ensembl

Tutorials

- Visit the full 3 hour course on Train online: Ensembl: Browsing chordate genomes [7]
- Try out an Ensembl tutorial [19]. There are videos and coursebooks on a variety of subjects.
- See if your question has already been answered in the Ensembl FAQs [20].
- Have a look at the Ensembl Glossary [21].
- Check out our YouTube [22] or YouKu [23] channel.
- View technical documentation on Ensembl [24].

Support

- If you cannot find the answer to your question, contact the Ensembl helpdesk [25].
- If you are using Ensembl programmatically, our dev list [26] is a community of Ensembl developers where you can ask and answer questions.
- Host a workshop [27] at your institution to train you and your colleagues to use Ensembl.
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